Keypasco join Concert International as a Concert International Member
Gothenburg, February 10th, 2015 – Keypasco announces a partnership with Concert International to
offer France the Keypasco secure authentication solution. Keypasco is happy to be a member of the
Concert International. This partnership will fully integrate the Keypasco software and knowledge with
Concert’s market expertise.
With Concert’s market expertise and network, customers can relax knowing the contact with Keypasco
and its secure authentication solution will be provided in a convenient manner, adjusting language and
culture knowledge to the region.
The Keypasco multi-factor strong software allows a customer’s end users to use their personal
devices securely and conveniently wherever they go for a low annual cost. The software is easily
installed and provides secure identity verification through encoded transaction data for the customer’s
service pages. Once verified, end users can easily and securely access and use any provided service.
"The arrival of Keypasco as member of Concert Int., which groups major actors in the domain of
acquiring secure electronic transactions in the card business, arises at the best moment for us.
Keypasco represents for us the archetype of future European members and we are glad to welcome
their dynamism and savoir-faire,” commented Didier de Lacretelle, Chairman at Concert International.
“Concert Int. is after more than 25 years of activity in France now focusing beyond its borders, and
onto Europe including the emerging world of Single Euro Payment Area (SEPA). Keypasco will bring
its valuable international vision, thus greatly enhance our perception of this promising cross European
market and contribute to Concert's role in this industry."
“We at Keypasco are proud to join the great French organisation Concert International. I believe our
collaboration will grow our international network and notoriety, as Concert is a strong representative
within the secure electronic transaction market. We appreciate Concerts strive to unify the European
payment segment, and we look forward to the journey together.” added Juliette Badin, Key Account
Manager at Keypasco.
About Concert International
Since its foundation in 1987, Concert International leverages the companies’ transactional expertise, which
contributed to the emergence of the chip card usage in various new sectors globally. This trade association gives
the opportunity to its members to support the development of the payment sector by sharing exceptional knowhow and expertise. The existence and longevity of Concert International reflects a genuine community of interest.
About Keypasco
We are at the heart of our rapidly changing digital culture. As with all paradigm shifts, there will be new challenges.
Some of the largest challenges with cloud services are security and integrity, crucial factors for success and
sustainability. With more than 20 years of individual experience in IT security, Keypasco’s founders are the minds
behind some of the revolutionary two factor authentication technology solutions used by leading Internet banks
today.
Keypasco develops secure software, which is designed and customized to be used on trusted devices. Keypasco
manage the software though its entire lifecycle, as well as the confidential data it contains. We deliver on the
society’s expanding needs for personal authentication services, identity protection, authenticated online services,
cloud computing access, eCommerce, eGovernment and eBanking services. Keypasco’s vision is to be a leading
supplier of services for securing cloud services.
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